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About This Content

"Treasures and Tunnels," Delve Deeper's first DLC expansion, brings you 50% more Delve Deeper maps and 25% more
treasure. For those counting, that's 10 new levels and 25 brand new relics. Each level is custom-tailored to be tackled by

different team combinations, and each relic custom-designed to add new excitement to every map!

Key features:

10 new maps, including “Big Orc Candy Mountains,” “Duke Dreadaxe's Dungeon O'Doom,” and “Crazy Edvard's
Chasm.”
25 dynamic, exciting new relics
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Cool game, guys!
Tower Defence! What can be better?!!!!!!!!!!. It's like a driving simulator but without the enviroment to drive thorugh.. If you
love point and click games, you'll love this one. It doesn't feel tedious as other games do and the pixel art really has something
going for it. It felt like a really fresh experience FMPOV because Chinese culture is very unrepresented in modern games.

So yea. Definitely recommending it!. It's the most epic, chaotic, grand offensive in the game, and I love it.. Amazng......... Good
fun. Need to implement another feature though, gets a little boring just simulating over and over but it is quite fun.. This game
brought back childhood memories, and that may have been one of the main reasons I enjoyed it. This game is excellent (as long
as we forgive voice acting), adding a variety of weapons each with their own unique alternative functions. The storyline is great.

There is some cons, though. Your character moves unbearably slow, and you have to use cheats in order to accelerate him to a
playable speed. There is a variety of enemies you will face, but the apparent main enemy you are supposed to be fighting is the
Skaarj an they are there in very few missions. The replayability of the game is low, not to mention that you may become
frustrated when you completely forgot to save (there is no autosaves) and then are forced to restart the mission.

Ultimately, I loved the game. It was a throwback to the days when games were original and good, and ultimately gave me a shot
back at the past.. These aren't chiptunes- too many channels are used, the sound is too clean, and it feels more like techno. If
you're looking for 8-bit sounds, this is NOT for you. The sound effect collection, however, would work for a 16-bit game (even
though the music wouldn't).. Early access.. go find an awesome game for $10 dollars right now instead. I don't know why we all
keep falling for this crap.

A lot of people have compared it to xcom it isn't. For as badly hobbled together X-com has been lately it is a billion years ahead
of this game and this guy wants 1/4th of their price point while giving 1/1000th of game quality.

Cover is a joke. You dont need it you can just mow things down in open area youll be fine.Just stun, shoot, rinse, repeat.

There is no impending chase. You can dither about as the redline catches up with you a very long time.

Why do i know how much time you can waste on the side doing samey type things because the game has crashed on its third
linear story mission 100% of the time. Every time. With out fail. New games.. old games..

Just more garbage at a $10 price point you dont need. Literally any other thing you could buy for $10 dollars would support a
better craft than this one.Burning the money would give you more joy.

I don't care that its a solo developer. Why should that be an excuse while you ask me to open my wallet. Even full on developed
at the speed we are going now to be a game worth $10 dollars... or 1/2 a marvel movie ticket would be years away.

This guy isnt going to complete this project to a useable standard. No way. I'd bet $10 dollars.. and still have more fun having
done it.
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This is EXACTLY the game a lot of us have been asking for to fill the missing Halo gap on PC. The mechanics are fun, no
major bugs experienced, gives the Halo feel that was intended. The Devs clearly listen to their community and have fixed all of
the major issues\/complaints from the first week, at the beginning of week 2. I love this game! Big Shoutout to the 1047 Games
team, keep up the good work!. Fantastic way to unwind. You can give him a good old hiding. Feel the stress flow out. Superb!.
Great concept, incredibly fun, doesn't feel like an Alpha.. Fun, fun, fun !. This is a very good game for being early access, well
worth the buy if you like Space sim games. Can't wait to see what the game is like when finished. I highly recommend this game
even in its current state.. Would of played 45 euro's for this

Graphics-Crap.
Sound-Not so bad.
Story-Still have'nt played better in a fps.
Game-Well ahead of its time
WAB-YES!!!

10\/10. I know this is supposed to be a classic and all, but I found the interface clunky and the puzzles are........well, words
escape me.....I'm not exactly a MENSA candidate, but I'm no dummy either, and this game had me muttering obscenities within
minutes of getting into the game. Talk about obtuse! These struck me more as "read my mind" puzzles than actual exercises in
logic or item acquisition. Even reading the walkthrough (which I had to in order to progress at all!) there weren't any "aha"
moments, where I thought, "Oh, that's what I was doing wrong!" *Headslap* "Of course!" Nope, more like, "Huh.....I have no
idea why that's the solution, nor do I have any idea why I would have thought anything even remotely like that".

So, no, I don't recommend this game. I didn't even finish it, and that dubious distinction applies to only four games in my
library......I don't much care for games that I would essentially have to consult a walkthrough every step of the way in order to
progress. Alt-tabbing every two or three minutes is not my idea of enjoyment.. best golf sim out there!. Very fun game.
Relaxing. Excellent Workshop support. Has a wide variety of skill level puzzles. Kind of like connect the dots but with puzzle
elements. It has a lot of achievements for those of you into that. To earn the aforementioned achievement you must finish the
puzzle within a certain time and without backtracking your connections. The timer and the amount of backtracks is totally
optional if you just prefer to relax and draw in the puzzle. In fact, you can hide the timer if you don't feel like seeing it.

 One of the modes has a small puzzle that you draw together to get a simple pixel picture. And then their is Jigsaw which has
you draw together numerous pixel pictures together with the goal of forming one large image. I would like to see more people
playing this so that we could get a more workshop items. Easily worth the full price. Fully Recommended.
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